AKVIS MAGNIFIER 8.0: SUPER-HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS! POSTER SIZE PRINTS!

February 16, 2015 — AKVIS announces a major update of AKVIS Magnifier, an efficient image resizing
software, that can be used both as a standalone application and plugin for Photoshop, on Windows and
Mac OS X. The program now lets printing super high resolution images.

AKVIS Magnifier lets you resize images without loss in quality. It can not only reduce an image, but
can also increase a picture by dozens of times with no artifacts or halos! The software makes it easy
for anyone to produce professional-looking photos with perfect quality.
Create stylish wall art from your favorite photos, blow up your images into supersized prints with
AKVIS Magnifier! The program enlarges an image to a high resolution making a wall sized poster.
The software is straightforward, easily configurable, and allows fine-tuning of the result. You can use
one of the presets or adjust parameters to your liking. When resizing an image, Magnifier keeps edges
smooth, sharp and clearly defined, restores details, and removes unwanted noise and compression
artifacts. The smart nondestructive Crop tool helps to trim a part of a picture remaining the cropped
area available in case you want to revert to it.
The software has at its disposal three specialized resizing algorithms and switches to the optimal one
depending on a user's goal (a desired image size): 1. - to reduce an image, 2. - to blow a photo up to
500%, or 3. - to make an image larger by more than 500%.
The batch processing support makes it easy to resize a bunch of images in an automation mode that is
helpful for preparing images for sharing on the web, sending by e-mail, or publishing a photo book.
The software is now even more effective!
In Version 8.0:
 New Print options! Now it's possible to print super high resolution images on multiple pages to
get professional-quality posters.


Added Dropbox to the list of publishing services.



Added support for more RAW formats to the standalone version.



Fixed the problem with changing resolution in the plugin version.



Fixed the batch processing bugs in the standalone version.

Registered users of Magnifier can upgrade to version 8.0 for free.
Download AKVIS Magnifier 8.0 and evaluate all features of the software during the 10-day trial period!
The software runs on Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win 8 and on Mac OS X 10.6-10.10.
The plugin version is compatible with Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. You will find the
Magnifier plugin in the Automate menu of Photoshop.
The product sells for $89, downloadable from akvis.com. The functionality of the program depends on
the license type. Consult the official website for more details about licenses and versions of the
software.
AKVIS specializes in development of image processing software. Since the company's launch in 2004,
it has released a number of successful products: standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for
Windows and Macintosh.

About the program: akvis.com/en/magnifier/index.php
Screenshot: akvis.com/en/magnifier/screenshots-resize-image.php
Download: akvis.com/en/magnifier/download-resize-image.php
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